The Oak Hollow Fishing Trail is a pilot project and
the first of its kind in North Carolina. Your feedback on the overall fishing trail and individual sites
will help the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission
improve this program. Please return this brochure
to marina staff.
-Thank You

The Oak Hollow Fishing Trail is a pilot project designed to help you learn fishing techniques for targeting
Largemouth Bass (Micropterus salmoides). The goal of this trail is educate anglers on how to effectively fish
for Largemouth Bass at different times throughout the year. The design and location of fish attractor sites are
based on seasonal movement patterns of Largemouth Bass.

Bass Fishing by Season

Was the brochure useful?
Did you find the fishing trail and associated information helpful relative to fishing for Largemouth
Bass seasonally?
Will you help us answer a few follow-up questions
about your experience today using the fishing trail?

If so, please provide your email address:

The Oak Hollow Fishing Trail is a collaboration
between the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission,
N.C. Bass Federation and the City of High Point

A collaboration between the N.C. Wildlife
Resources Commission and N.C. Bass Federation
amd the City of High Point

Largemouth Bass use different habitats throughout the year. These seasonal patterns are the result of
instinctive behaviors that are triggered by changes
in water temperature, daylight hours, spawning and
finding food.
• Spring: In the spring, prior to spawning season, Largemouth Bass congregate near spawning
grounds in deeper water and in river and creek
channels just outside of shallow flats. Largemouth
Bass ready to spawn will then move into shallow
coves, onto flats, and around points. Spawning
usually occurs in protected water 1 to 4 ft deep and
when water temperatures are above 65⁰F.
• Summer: After they spawn, Largemouth Bass
resume feeding and slowly move back into deeper
water where they will live through the heat of summer. The deeper water allows them to adjust up and
down in the water column as needed when weather
conditions change and when following food. Low
dissolved oxygen conditions develop at the bottom
of the lake in the summer and fish are not able to go
below a depth of 6 - 10 ft.
• Fall: As water temperatures decline in the fall,
Largemouth Bass begin to move in search of food
and often enter the same creeks where they were
found in the spring.
• Winter: Largemouth Bass move back to deeper water because of the short days and cold water
temperatures.

The best way to catch fish is with the lures and
techniques you are most comfortable using. Spring
and fall sites should be fished with shallow diving or
top water lures. Use deeper diving lures for summer
and winter sites, but remember to not go below 10 ft
in the summer.
Largemouth Bass are not very active in the
winter or after strong weather systems pass; try slow
moving lures: jigs, worms, Carolina rigs and similar offerings. In the spring, when Largemouth Bass
are more aggressive, try spinnerbaits, crankbaits,
chatterbaits and top water baits like frogs, buzzbaits
and hardbaits.
There are a few rules of thumb for choosing lure
color. The clearer the skies and water, the more
natural the lure and colors. Greens, silvers and
realistic finishes are good, but avoid gaudy colors
or lures that do not resemble anything Largemouth
Bass would eat. The reverse is true when the water is
dirty or it is overcast.

Top and bottom lures can be successful with Largemouth Bass, such as
plastic worms, spinnerbaits, jigs, crankbaits, and top water frogs.

Table 1: Fishing Sites (see map for site locations)
New
Site

Season

GPS Coordinates
Y
X

Description

Pineapple
Structure

Spider
Block

1

Spring/Fall

36.011678

-80.01278

Hump between two creeks in spawning grounds

4

2

Summer/Winter

36.012131

-80.010938

Old Johnson Street roadbed

6

3

Spring/Fall

36.018221

-80.008361

Point between two creeks in spawning grounds

4

4

Summer/Winter

36.033471

-79.996955

Secondary main lake hump

3

5

Summer/Winter

36.018574

-79.991497

Main lake hump-west

5

6

Summer/Winter

36.017641

-79.993079

Main lake hump-east

4

7

Spring/Fall

36.025536

-79.980683

Hump between two creeks in spawning grounds

8

Spring/Fall

36.024128

-79.980317

Point between two creeks in spawning grounds

9

Summer/Winter

36.017081

-79.985821

Main lake roadbed on ledge-north

10

Summer/Winter

36.007067 -79.996576 Old logging road on rock outcrop

11

Spring/Fall

35.999522 -80.003748 Hump between two creeks in spawning grounds

1

4
10
1

3

1

3
10

Table 2: Number of Fish Caught (see map for site locations)
Fishing Trail Sites
Summer/Winter
Spring/Fall

Map of Oak Hollow Fishing Trail Sites
Please use above map to locate fishing trail sites.
On the lake, site numbers are marked by color-coded buoys.
Spring and fall are blue; summer and winter are green.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We would like to know about your experience fishing on the trail.
Please fill out the Number of Fish Caught and Survey sections.
Return this brochure to the marina staff.
Happy Fishing!!
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